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PHS Seniors attend Leadership Conference

Kassidy Cook,Christa Minier,Kori Berg and Jason Mueller, who will be seniors this fall at Postville High School, attended the first annual Student Leadership Conference in Ames. The event was funded and organized by the Iowa State University Women's Center.

By Kassidy Cook

The PHS Seniors at Postville High School traveled down to Ames recently to take part in the first annual Student Leadership Conference. Attending were Kassidy Cook, Christa Minier, Kori Berg and Jason Mueller.

The four PHS students were part of a group of 12 students from across the state. According to the Iowa State University Women's Center, the conference was designed to help students develop leadership skills.

The two-day conference was divided into two parts. The first day was spent learning about the political process. Participants were given a behind-the-scenes look at the Iowa State Capitol and were able to meet with state lawmakers. The second day was spent learning about leadership skills. Participants were given the opportunity to practice public speaking and to work on developing their own leadership style.

"It was a great experience," said Kassidy Cook. "I learned a lot and met some really awesome people."
And although these things are
silence and the chance to really hear what is going on around us.

And if we're a big talker, our friends and family may

And, our silence might also be

That we too often rationalize about the things

And, our silence might also be
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